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Abstract. Traffic congestion is a worldwide problem, resulting in massive
delays, increased fuel wastage, and damages to human wealth, health, and lives.
Various social media e.g. Twitter have emerged as an important source of
information on various topics including real-time road traffic. Particularly, social
media can provide information about certain future events, the causes behind the
certain behavior, anomalies, and accidents, as well as the public feelings on a
matter. In this paper, we aim to analyze tweets (in the Arabic language) related
to the road traffic in Jeddah city to detect the most congested roads. Using the
SAP HANA platform for Twitter data extraction, storage, and analysis, we
discover that Al-Madinah, King AbdulAziz, and Alharamain are the most
congested roads in the city, the tweets related to the road traffic are posted
mostly in the rush hours, and the highest traffic tweeting time is 1 pm.
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1 Introduction

Traffic congestion is a worldwide problem, resulting in massive delays, increased fuel
wastage, monetary losses, and damages to human health and lives. Traditional
approaches for traffic measurement have relied on road sensors. Video analysis, mobile
data, and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are being used also for traffic moni-
toring purposes. More recently, various social media such as Twitter have emerged as
an important source of information on various topics including real-time road traffic.
Particularly, social media can provide information about certain future events, the
causes behind certain behavior, anomalies, and accidents, as well as the public feelings
on a matter.

Twitter is widely used for communication, and sharing personal status, events,
news, etc. It was originally introduced in 2006, and the number of active users is
growing every year. According to the sixth edition of Arab Social Media Report in
2014 [1], the number of the active Twitter users in Saudi Arabia is 2.4 million, which
represent the highest number of Twitter users in the Arab region. Furthermore, the
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Kingdom accounts for over 40% of all active Twitter users in the Arab region. By
2016, the number of Twitter users in Saudi Arabia had reached 4.99 million [2]. Saudi
Arabia, hence, presents an excellent opportunity for extracting useful information from
Twitter media.

Twitter provides easy-to-access APIs to enable collecting large and diverse data for
analysis of valuable information such as road traffic information. Currently, road traffic
congestion is one of the biggest problems in Saudi Arabia especially in large cities like
Jeddah. Jeddah city is the second largest city in Saudi Arabia and arguably the most
congested one. The lack of public transportation, the increasing number of vehicles,
and an enormous number of pilgrim visitors all year round, have increased accidents
and traffic jams in many major roads in the city.

A Large number of tweets are posted every day, by users who wish to inform their
followers about current road traffic congestion condition, either to share information or
to complain about the traffic problems. Also, there are official Twitter accounts, which
have thousands of followers and tweets about the current road traffic conditions in
Jeddah, such as @Jed_Rd1. Thus, analyzing these tweets might be useful to predict
traffic congestion.

In this paper, we collect tweets in Arabic language related to traffic in Jeddah city
and then analyze the data to find the most congested streets and roads. The data will be
stored in SAP HANA database. SAP HANA workbench will be used to create the tables,
execute the queries and analyze the data. Further, SAP Lumira will be used to visualize
the results.

The standard text Analysis in SAP HANA using the VOICEOFCUSTOMER-con-
figuration does not suffice. There is a need to create custom dictionaries for unknown
terms in the SAP HANA system. Therefore, we will create dictionaries for Jeddah
streets and roads names. Additionally, we will create dictionaries for the most popular
Arabic words related to traffic jam, transportation, and the causes of traffic congestion.
Finally, analysis results will be visualized using the word cloud and charts.

The main objectives and contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

– To discover the most congested streets and roads in Jeddah.
– To find the time periods when the number of tweets about traffic are at the highest.
– To detect the major causes of traffic congestion (accident, rains, etc.)
– To find the Arabic words that are used while tweeting about the traffic.

The Twitter data analysis carried out in this paper reveals that the most congested
roads are Al-Madinah Rd, King AbdulAziz Rd, and Alharamain Rd. We also found
that the most tweets related to the road traffic are posted in the rush hours and the
highest traffic tweets time is 1 pm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents brief information
about SAP HANA. Section 3 reviews the related works. Section 4 illustrates the
methodology. Section 5 explains the analysis process, followed by the results in
Sect. 6. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sect. 7.
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2 Background: SAP HANA

SAP HANA is a relational database management system (RDBMS) developed by
SAP SE. Additionally, it is an in-memory columnar database offering groundbreaking
performance. It is the integration of transactional and analytical workload within the
same database management system [3]. Further, SAP HANA Extended Application
Services (SAP HANA XS) provides the SAP HANA Web-based Development Work-
bench that supports developing entire applications in a Web browser without the need
to install any development tools.

SAP HANA Web-based Development Workbench includes a Catalog and Editor
tools [4].

– Catalog: enables developing and maintaining SQL catalog objects in the
SAP HANA database. It also supports creating tables, executing SQL queries and
creating a remote source to collect data. Furthermore, catalog supports text analysis
and text mining.

– Editor: supports running design-time objects in the SAP HANA Repository. It
supports a great information view, which is a calculation view. The data foundation
of the calculation view can include tables, column views, analytic views and cal-
culation views. Also, it enables creating Joins, Unions, Aggregation, and Projec-
tions on data sources.

Moreover, SAP offers a data visualization tool for reporting on top of SAP HANA,
named SAP Lumira1. It can be used to investigate GBI data stored in SAP HANA. It is
a straightforward and user-friendly interface which allows users to swiftly analyze data
without the need for scripting. To analyze the text in SAP HANA, there is a need to
create full-text indexing on the text column and this results in the new table
‘$TA_table.’ It supports tokenization, which means it decomposes word phrase or
sentence into tokens. After that, it automatically specifies a type of each token such as
persons, products or places.

Moreover, catalog supports text analysis for Arabic text. Words can be extracted
and linked to the corresponding topics. Additionally, it can detect if any emoticons are
used in the text. To use the default configuration, developers simply need to include
VOICEOFCUSTOMER parameter in a query. However, if the standard configuration
doesn’t suffice to the requirement, developers need to customize keywords in new
dictionaries.

3 Literature Review

Many traffic monitoring systems have been proposed to detect road congestion using
video and image processing technologies. Wei and Dai suggested a real-time traffic
congestion estimation approach based on image texture feature extraction and texture
analysis [5]. A congestion detection approach using video processing has been

1 http://saplumira.com/.
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proposed in [6]. A congestion model based on speed and density of vehicles was
proposed in [7]. Traditional approaches for traffic measurement have relied on sensors
that are buried under the road (such as inductive loops) or installed on roadside [8].
However, these approaches require sensors and other equipment such as cameras and
thus the deployment and maintenance are costly.

Several approaches have been proposed, particularly during the last decade, to use
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) for monitoring traffic [8–10], in general, and for
specific purposes, such as for traffic coordination and disaster management [11–13].
Simulations have also been playing a key role in transportation planning and control
[14]. A number of works on operations research related to transportation in smart cities
have also been proposed, see e.g. car-free cities [15], intelligent mobility [16], big data
in transport operations [17, 18], prototyping in urban logistics [19], and autonomic
transportation systems [20–22],

More recently, Twitter has become a popular social platform to share real-time
traffic information since numerous users tweet to report about problems that may affect
traffic such as traffic accidents. Furthermore, there are specific and official Twitter
accounts created to report on traffic conditions and events in particular cities. These
accounts generate useful sources of information for the followers. Therefore, there is an
enormous amount of traffic updates and information available in different Twitter
accounts and can be freely obtained via the easy-to-access APIs [23].

Recently, some methodologies, techniques, and tools have been proposed to ana-
lyze traffic tweets. Gu et al. [24] proposed a method to collect, process and filter public
tweets about traffic in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia Metropolitan. They have used
Twitter REST API to collect real-time tweets using a dictionary of relevant keywords
and their combinations that can indicate traffic condition. After that, the collected
tweets are geocoded to define their locations. Then, the tweets are categorized into one
of the five event classifications, which are Accidents, Roadwork, Hazards & Weather,
Events, and Marathon. However, they mainly focused on identifying the incident
categories, and they did not identify the most congested roads.

Moreover, techniques have also been proposed to analyze tweets using data mining.
Kurniawan et al. [25] conducted experiments to classify real-time road traffic tweets
using data mining. They collected real-time data about Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia
using Twitter Streaming API. Further, they specified search parameters such as follow
and track parameters. In follow parameter, they defined a list of the twitter account that
reports about traffic, to get tweets from these accounts only. Furthermore, track
parameter was used to identify the keywords that should be included in the retrieved
data. Additionally, they compared classification performance of three machine learning
algorithms, namely Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Decision
Tree (DT). However, they only classified tweets into the traffic or non_traffic
categories.

Similar work is proposed by D’Andrea et al. [26]. They suggested an intelligent
system, based on text mining and machine learning algorithms. They collected real-
time tweets of several regions of the Italian road networks and then assigned the
appropriate class label to each tweet, as to whether the tweet is related to a traffic event
or not. Ribeiro et al. [27] analyzed tweets to detect traffic events. They manually listed
the most frequent types of events that were used to indicate traffic conditions. The
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dataset is collected from ten twitter accounts whose primary purpose is to report traffic
conditions in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. After that, they created a set of place names,
called GEODICT. Subsequently, they detected the locations and streets names by using
string matching technique by searching for substrings from the tweet that can be
detected in GEODICT. Wongcharoen and Senivongse [28] built a congestion severity
prediction model to predict traffic congestion severity level. The collected tweets are
geotagged and contain traffic-related keywords. However, like previous approaches
[25, 27], the tweets are fetched only from particular accounts. Finally, Suma et al. [29]
have analyzed Twitter data to detect events related to road traffic and other topics for
smart cities planning purposes. Their focus is on the use of big data platforms including
Spark and Hadoop to analyse large amounts of data. The results are presented by
analyzing 500,000 tweets about the London city.

In this paper, we execute several queries using the Arabic keywords and synonyms
to fetch tweets that are posted about Jeddah traffic, and then we analyzed the tweets to
identify the most congested roads. To the best of our knowledge, most papers on traffic
detection using Twitter data analysis focus on languages other than Arabic, and none of
them have analyzed Arabic language tweets in Jeddah for traffic related purposes.
Twitter offers two categories of search APIs [30]; (a) Streaming API that gives
Twitter’s global stream of Tweet data, and (b) Twitter REST API or batch query API
that supports access to read and write Twitter data. In this work, we use the REST API
because it supports writing search queries to retrieve tweets that include the specified
keywords or tweets from specific Twitter accounts. Additionally, there is a possibility
to use ‘OR’ and ‘AND’ logical operations between keywords to design good quality
queries. However, the search index has a 7-day limit. So, there is a need to re-execute
the queries to retrieve new tweets.

Furthermore, REST API supports geocode parameter to restrict query by a given
location using “latitude, longitude, radius”. Thus, when executing the queries, the
search API will first attempt to search for Tweets which have lat/long within the
queried geocode. If there are no results, it will attempt to detect Tweet’s location
information from the location data in user’s profile.

4 Methodology

We generated a list of Arabic keywords related to road traffic, transportation, and traffic
reasons. In addition, we collected a list of streets and roads names in Jeddah using
OpenStreetMap2. We searched for the most popular Twitter accounts that tweet about
Jeddah and traffic conditions in the city.

As shown in Fig. 1, the main implementation steps can be summarized as follows:

1. Search queries will be executed in SAP HANA Web-based Development Workbench
Catalog to collect tweets using twitter REST search API. The retrieved tweets will
be stored in the created table ‘TrafficJed’.

2. The duplicated tweets (retweets) will be deleted from the table.

2 https://www.openstreetmap.org/.
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3. The created lists of custom dictionaries will be used to create a new configuration
file for analysis using SAP HANA Web-based Development Workbench Editor.

4. The created configuration file will be used to create the fulltext index on ‘Tweets’
column to split the text into tokens and specify the token type based on the created
dictionaries.

5. Calculation view will be created.
6. In SAP Lumira, the result will be virtualized using charts and word clouds.

4.1 Search Queries

We tried to design high-quality search queries to retrieve a large number of highly
related tweets about traffic in Jeddah. We have used the collected list of Arabic key-
words about traffic and transportation to write a large number of queries. In addition,
we have used the following accounts that tweets about Jeddah (@Jed_Rd1, @eMoroor,
@SukkanJeddah, @jedgovsa, @JeddahNow and @jeddah_ar) to fetch their tweets
about traffic.

Generally, there are two types of location information:

1. Tweets from geotagging enabled smartphones that carry latitude/longitude coordi-
nates of the locations where users posted the tweets.

2. Location name referred in tweet texts.

In this work, this two location information is used to collect the tweets related to
traffic and transportation in Jeddah city. To handle the problem of non-geotagged
tweets, we re-execute all queries after adding the keyword ‘Jeddah’ and modifying the
locations parameters to ‘null’. However, there are still some tweets that are not included
in our analysis because they do not carry any location information.

Fig. 1. Implementation Flowchart
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Query Example:

4.2 Tweets Collection

We created a table to store the retrieved tweets. The created table includes several
attributes such as ‘UserId’, ‘Tweet’, ‘ UserName’, ‘CreatedAt’, ‘Latitude’, ‘Longitude’,
‘Country’, ‘Place_name’. All the collected tweets will be stored in ‘Tweet’ column.
Location fields will be important in the analysis process. However, if the user did not
add information about the city and county in his/her profile, ‘Country’ and ‘Place_name’
fields would be empty. In addition, if they disable location service in their smartphones
‘Latitude’, ‘Longitude’will be empty. ‘CreatedAt’ attribute refers to the time and date of
posting the tweet. It will be helpful to find the top tweet time. Moreover, after we created
the table, we executed all search queries. We collected tweets in the period between
13/4/2017 and 19/5/2017. Before analyzing the data, we delete all duplicated tweets in
the table.

5 Tweets Analysis

5.1 Custom Dictionaries

The standard text Analysis in SAP HANA using the VOICEOFCUSTOMER-
configuration does not suffice where not all Arabic tokens are classified under the right
token type. Therefore, we need to add a custom dictionary for unknown terms in the
SAP HANA system and then create a new configuration file. We created four dic-
tionaries, which are:

• JeddahStreets: includes the main streets and roads in Jeddah city.
• TrafficJam: includes the collected list of Arabic traffic congestion synonyms (such

as همحدزم,ةمحدزم,محدزت,محدزي,ماحز ).
• Transportation: includes the collected Arabic keywords about transportation (such

as ةرايسلا,هرايس,ةرايس,قرطلا,قرط,قيرطلا,قيرط ).
• TrafficReasons: include the collected Arabic words about traffic congestion reasons

(such as رطم,قيرح,ثداح ).

5.2 Fulltext Index

To analyze the tweets in SAP HANA, we need to create a fulltext index for ‘Tweet’
column. Creating the index required executing the following SQL statement, which
will lead to creating a new table containing analysis results.
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The created table ‘Trafficjed_Sentiment’ will include:

– TA_token: the list of keywords extracted for the tweets.
– TA_type (token type): It will be one of the types specified in our newly created

dictionaries, i.e., TrafficJam or TrafficReason).

5.3 Calculation View

To get the result of the text analysis, we created calculation view. We need two
columns from the table ‘TrafficJed’, which are ‘ID’ the id of the tweets and
‘CreatedAt’, which represents the date and time of posting a tweet by the user. We
also need the ‘ID’, ‘TA_Token’ and ‘TA_Type’ from ‘Trafficjed_Sentiment’.

Therefore, we added two projections the first one for the table that includes the
tweets (TrafficJed) and the second one for the table created for analysis (Traf-
ficjed_Sentiment). Further, we need the month and hour of posting the tweets, so
we calculate these data from ‘CreatedAt’ attribute. When we executed the created
calculation view, we got result table. Figure 2 shows a sample of the results.

6 Results

To achieve the main objective of this paper, we created a chart to represent the most
congested streets and roads in Jeddah, as shown in Fig. 3. However, in analysis results,
we noticed that SAP HANA represents the same Arabic words that end with ‘ هـ ’ or ‘ ةـ ’ as
different words. For instance, ‘ ةنيدملاقيرط ’ and ‘ هنيدملاقيرط ’ are the same roads, which is
‘Al-Madinah Rd’. In addition, ‘ ةيلحتلاعراش ’ and ‘ هيلحتلاعراش ’ are the same street ‘Tahlia
St’. Moreover, ‘ كلملاقيرط ’ is mostly used as an abbreviation for ‘ طريق الملك عبدالعزيز ’
‘King Abdulaziz Rd’. To handle this issue, we calculated the total tweets frequency for
each street or road that appear in analysis results as different words, and then we draw a
chart to represent the most congested roads and streets. As shown in Fig. 4, the top 5
congested roads are Al-Madinah Rd, King Abdulaziz Rd, Alharamain Rd, Tahlia St. and
Makkah-Jeddah highway.

We draw a chart to find the peak time. We noticed that users post tweets about
traffic at 7 am, and 1, 3, 4 pm more than any other time in the day. As shown in Fig. 5,
the highest tweets time is at 1 pm. These results are expected because they represent
rush hours (time to get to work/school or to get home from work/school).

We discovered the top traffic reasons that mentioned in the tweets. The results
indicated that the synonyms of the word ‘ ثداح ’ (accidents) are the most traffic reasons
mentioned in the collected tweets in May. On the other side, the synonyms of the word
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Fig. 2. Sample of analysis results

Fig. 3. Congested streets and roads

Fig. 4. Top 5 congested streets and roads in Jeddah
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‘ قيرح ’ (fire) are the most reason that mentioned in the collected tweets in April because
fuel truck caught fire on the main road between Makkah and Jeddah city.

Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows the word cloud for the Arabic traffic jam, traffic reasons
and transportation words and synonyms. We can notice that the most used words are
the synonyms of the following three keywords ‘ قيرط ’ (road), ‘ عراش ’ (street), and ‘ ةمحز ’
(crowding).

Fig. 5. Number of the posted tweets about traffic per hour

Fig. 6. Traffic and transportation keywords
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7 Conclusions

Twitter becomes one of the top social platforms for sharing user-generated content.
Several users post tweets about current traffic conditions. Additionally, there are official
accounts specialized on this subject. In this paper, we focused on analyzing tweets
about traffic in Jeddah to find the most congested streets and roads. We collected tweets
using Twitter REST API and stored the collected data in SAP HANA database.

To make sure that all the collected tweets are related to traffic in Jeddah, we have
used the geocode parameter in REST search API and specify the lat/long of Jeddah
city. But not all tweets are geotagged because some users disable location service in
their smartphones. Therefore, we re-execute all queries after adding the keyword
‘Jeddah’ and without specifying a location, to collect all traffic tweets that include
‘Jeddah’ keyword. However, there are still some tweets that are not included in our
analysis because they are not geotagged and not carrying location information.

Moreover, SAP HANA Web-based Development Workbench was used to create a
table, execute search queries and analyze the data. While the default analysis config-
uration in SAP HANA is not efficient for Arabic text analysis, we created a new
configuration file. We added new dictionaries for the Arabic keywords related to traffic
jam, transportation, and traffic reasons. In addition, we created a dictionary for the main
streets and roads in Jeddah.

Finally, we have used SAP Lumira to virtualize the results by creating charts and
word cloud. We found that the most congested streets and roads in Jeddah are
Al-Madinah Rd, King Abdulaziz Rd. and Alharamain Rd. We also found that the most
tweets related to traffic are posted in the rush hour (at 7 am and 1, 3, 4 pm). In future,
we plan to collect more tweets to analyze traffic in other cities such as Riyadh. We also
plan to use other data sources to collect traffic data. Future work will also consider
improving the data analyses methodology.
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King Abdulaziz University.
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